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DESTINATIONSDESTINATIONSDESTINATIONS
Sacrosanct monuments of Ancient Greece
we all should see in our lifetime 
A vast archaeological site Greece is, indeed... The works of its people, scattered and standing 
high-and-mighty for centuries, vigorously resist human cruelty and greed. The most fortunate 
works of art, covered in mud and dirt, were saved from the vast destruction caused by countless 
raiders or ferocious religious battles, especially during the time of the fi rst Christian Roman 
emperors. Almost every hole dug in the ground of Greece holds a remnant of its antiquity waiting 
to be found. 
In the last two centuries international excavations have uncovered an enormous archaeological 
wealth.  Unfortunately, the smuggling of antiquities, often exploiting the indifference of the 
then occupying Ottoman Empire, as well as the vanity and greed of many supposedly antiquary 
outlanders, caused much destruction and damage; many treasures were removed from their 
natural environment, many were lost forever and the ones saved adorn several museums all over 
Europe today.  
The package in your hands contains a lavish visual book along with a reproduction of a genuine 
artifact, built with our Exact Replicas™ technology (see more in the sidebar The Difference of 
Exact Replicas™). Together, they are a unique Ancient Greece Present, which combines culture 
and art in the highest production quality, representing the highest value. There are several 
Ancient Destinations packages, all with the same collectible book but with different replicas, 
for you to choose. 
This book features twelve magical destinations, pilgrimages 
in the essence of Ancient Greece. In its pages the readers 
will embark on an imaginary fascinating trip through the 
ages, with rich images and lucid descriptions. Most of 
these monuments belong to the UNESCO’s List of World 
Heritage Sites and the rest belong to the organization’s 
list of nominations.  The very fi nest in production 
quality, the book is a true gem, which sparkles both on 
the coffee-table and in the home library.
All our products are exclusively produced in Greece 
with the most advanced technologies available, using 
environmentally friendly processes, thoroughly overseen by 
a high level committee of Publishers, Scientists and Artists. 
See more at www.hshop.gr/minoan.

EXACT REPLICAS™
All the difference
in the world!
No man can remain unmoved upon looking at pieces of Classi-
cal Greek Art; from the fi rst Romans to the late 18th and early 
19th century archaeology travelers and painters, the remnants of 
Ancient Greece manage to overwhelm and captivate all souls.

Seeking to replicate pieces of ancient sculpture with maximum 
respect and fi delity, our artists and engineers created the Exact 
ReplicasTM process; using top technology and modern day tools, 
in an environmentally friendly process, the historic artifacts are 
reproduced as close as possible to the originals. The process 
begins with a top quality 3D scan of a master, which is then 
processed and scaled down to desired dimensions; after that, a 
production model is created, which is molded in high quality art 
plaster, resulting in an exact representation of the original made 
to scale. Thus, all the artifacts bearing the seal of the Exact 
ReplicasTM represent the closest possible reproduction of the 
feeling of the original, having nothing in common with cheap and 
rude productions of similar items that bear a vague resemblance 
to the originals. 

Another important Exact ReplicasTM family is the Engravings’ 
packs, reproducing in high quality prints the Watercolor or Black 
& White Engravings created in the past; using top processing and 
printing technologies, along with high quality art papers, these 
6-packs of engravings present a unique decoration opportunity 
for any modern home.

Exact Replicas™ is an innovative family of products seeking to 
provide copies of museum artifacts, with maximum fi delity to 
the original and high durability, in environmentally friendly pro-
cesses using the best reproduction technology available today. 
See more at www.hshop.gr/exactreplicas.

EXCUSIVELY PRODUCED IN GREECE

(1) HEAD OF POSEIDON. Acropolis, the east frieze 
(block VI) of the Parthenon. The god has his eyes 
fi xed in the entering Panathenaic Procession 
(Acropolis, c. 444-440 BC)
(2) PENSIVE ATHENA. From the Acropolis of Athens; 
abiding by the severe style, the original sculpture is 
a votive relief. (Acropolis, c. 460-450 BC)

(3) 6-PACK OF WATERCOLOURS BY DODWELL & 
POMARDI. Reproductions of original engravings 
(1801-1806 AD) with excellent views of the Acropo-
lis, the Temple of Jupiter Olympios and the Temple 
at Sounion, as they were two centuries ago.

PHILOSOPHIC
SOCIETY

ΦΙΛΟΣΟΦΙΚΗ
ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ

The Philosophic Society  was founded with the mission to dif-
fuse the Achievements, the Power, the Beauty and the Unique-
ness of the Greek Civilization from antiquity to modern times 
to the widest possible public, introducing innovative products 
of all forms, by taking advantage of the latest enabling tech-
nologies. 
Based in Athens, Greece, Philosophic Society is home to a dedi-
cated group of people with extensive backgrounds in Publish-
ing, Art and Academia, driven by their love, admiration and 
knowledge of the essence of Greece through the eons. 
See more at www.philosophic.eu.

(1) Caryatis, Acropolis

(2) The Mask of Agamemnon, National Archeological Museum of Athens


